REFLECTOR TYPE A
(monomounted shown)

REFLECTOR TYPE B
(bidirectional shown)

Adhesive weep slots or holes equally spaced on both sides

Metal rivet

Brass or plastic rivet

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) unless otherwise shown.
Spacing 80 ft. (24 m) max. for first 400 ft. (122 m) or curve spacing shown in Standard 635001, whichever is less (min. 4 reflectors regardless of length).

After 400 ft. (122 m), transition to normal delineator spacing shown in Standard 635001, and continue as required.

Where the shoulder width is reduced to less than 24 (610), use bidirectional crystals/crystal in lieu of monodirectional crystal.

ONE-WAY TRAFFIC

TWO-WAY TRAFFIC

GUARDRAIL / BARRIER WALL REFLECTOR PLACEMENT DETAIL